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A procedure based on branch-and-bound for 
the Cyclic Hoist Scheduling Problem with n 
types of product 
Mateo M1, Manier M-A2, Companys R3 
Abstract When various kinds of products must receive the same treatments in a 
production line of tanks and the size of batches is high, a cyclic manufacturing 
composed of a job from each batch can be scheduled. A hoist ensures the auto-
mated transfer of the jobs between tanks. The problem consists in the scheduling 
of repetitive hoist movements, which is known as CHSP (Cyclic Hoist Scheduling 
Problem). The objective is to find a sequence which minimizes the cycle time for 
jobs from different products. We consider the problem where n types of products 
must be treated and we search an n-cyclic schedule. The algorithm is based on the 
resolution of different sequences of products. For each one, a branch-and-bound is 
solved which considers only coherent subsequences. It enables to reduce the com-
putational times most of the time for instances with 5 tanks and 4 product types. 
Keywords: Scheduling, branch-and-bound, n-cycle, Hoist Scheduling Problem. 
1 Introduction 
In some manufacturing systems, transportation resources are the most critical ones 
and cannot be neglected in the related models. In surface treatment facilities, 
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chemical processes are performed into tanks. A variety of jobs may be processed, 
and material handling can be ensured by hoists. This work can be included in the 
frame of the well-known Cyclic Hoist Scheduling Problem (CHSP). 
 
A set of jobs in a limited number of products (j=1,…,n) is to be produced and 
receive one treatment in each one of a set of tanks (i=1,…,m). Each job j has its 
own processing time windows, a minimum value ai,j and a maximum value bi,j, as-
sociated to operation i (in tank i). Jobs are moved along the production line by a 
hoist, which picks up a job from a tank at any feasible time and transfers it to the 
next one. This is done from a loading station (tank 0) to an unloading station (tank 
m+1), going through the m tanks. When the hoist arrives at the loading station, it 
can immediately load a job (a0,j=0; b0,j=∞). At the unloading station, similarly the 
hoist only leaves a job and moves away (am+1,j=0; bm+1,j=∞). A hoist spends idle 
time above a tank if it arrives earlier than the scheduled instant for getting the job. 
It cannot pause while moving a job. 
 
We consider the CHSP for lines with one hoist and tanks with capacity for only 
one job. The loading and unloading stations are considered dissociated; otherwise 
the model could be easily adapted. In the 1-cycle, the most studied case, one job is 
introduced into and removed from each tank during each cycle. So, each operation 
and each hoist move is performed exactly once (n times for an n-cycle). If n jobs 
are introduced into and n jobs are removed from the line during a cycle, we search 
for an n-cyclic schedule, where n is the cycle degree. An n-product problem 
means that n different products are alternatively produced on the line. The purpose 
of our study is to offer a model for n kinds of products, particularly tested for n=4.  
 
Section 2 describes the state of the art for the CHSP. Section 3 presents the n-
product n-cyclic problem. Section 4 develops the procedure to solve the problem 
and Section 5 shows the computational results. Finally, the conclusions of the re-
search are discussed in Section 6. 
2 State of the art 
The first model for the CHSP was developed by Phillips & Unger (1976). Manier 
& Bloch (2003) grouped the different works on HSP and classified them. Accord-
ing to their notation, the case dealt can be classified as: CHSP|m//diss|/n,m+2|C. It 
means there is a single hoist; m tanks; diss as the loading and unloading stations 
are dissociated; n kinds of products; m+2 is the number of operations of the long-
est processing sequence; and C is the cycle time to be minimized. Generally, 
CHSP is NP-complete (Lei and Wang, 1989), even for the simplest variant. 
 
The cyclic sequence is introduced to produce identical jobs (all the jobs of the 
same product), as Shapiro & Nuttle (1988) described. The hoist infinitely repeats 
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cyclic movements to treat the input of jobs. The objective is to minimize the cycle 
time, i.e. the time consumed by the hoist to carry out a complete sequence of 
movements. Chen et al (1998), among others, have used graphs to solve it.  
 
The simultaneous production of multiple products has been treated by means of 
several kinds of procedures. For non-cyclic scheduling, Lei and Liu (2001) pre-
sented a formal analysis of the HSP with two different products and developed a 
branch-and-bound procedure to find the optimal schedules. El Amraoui et al 
(2008) studied the 2-product 2-cyclic HSP and proposed a mixed integer linear 
program (MILP), which was extended in El Amraoui et al (2012). Three methods 
(exact and approach ones) are proposed to solve the n-cyclic (n≥2) HSP for heter-
ogeneous jobs: in El Amraoui et al (2013a), the initial MILP is extended to n-
cyclic problems. All the exact models are solved using commercial software 
CPLEX. El Amraoui et al (2011) proposed a heuristic, in which the cycle degree is 
a variable. And in El Amraoui et al (2013b), a genetic algorithm is used for the n-
cyclic problem if n≤10. Nevertheless, those two approached methods cannot en-
sure to find the optimal solution. 
 
This work develops an exact algorithm to solve the n-product n-cyclic problem, 
taking advantage of coherent constraints to evaluate only feasible sequences and 
reduce the node generation in a branch-and-bound.  
3 The n-product n-cyclic problem and model 
Considering n different products, the problem can be solved converting easily the 
usual m operations of a product (1-cyclic model) into n·m operations (n-cycle), as 
the tank virtual capacity is multiplied by n. First the concept of stage is defined. A 
stage in the model is each one of the treatments received by any product in any 
tank of the line (Mateo and Companys, 2006). Only one of the stages associated to 
a given tank can be carried out simultaneously. In an n-product n-cyclic schedule, 
each stage is performed exactly once during a period. In the model, the sequence 
for product 1 is formed by stages 0, n, 2·n…; for product 2 formed by stages 1, 
n+1, 2·n+1… and so on, up to product n (stages n-1, 2·n-1,…). Equation (1.1) ex-
presses the index k of any stage according to the corresponding couples of indices 
(i, j) (tank i and product j): 
k = i·n + (j-1)  k=0,…,n·(m+1)+(n-1)  for i=0,..,m+1; j=1,...,n          (1.1) 
For instance, for n=2, the third operation of product 1 corresponds to stage k=6. 
Then using this expression, the model of the problem, in particular the constraints 
of time windows and hoist movements, can be expressed according to the defined 
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stages k rather than to product j and tank i, whatever a number n of products (see 
(1.2) to 1.7)). For this goal, we introduce the following notations: 
k index for stages (k=0,...,n·(m+1)+(n-1)) 
ak, bk minimal and maximum values for the time window at stage k 
(0≤k≤n·(m+1)+(n-1)); ak=0 and bk=0 (k≥n·(m+1)) 
fk  transportation time between stages k and k+n (k=0,.., n·(m+1)-1) 
ek,k’ empty hoist time from stage k to stage k’ (k,k’=0,..., n·(m+1)+(n-1))  
ck 1, if a job arrives and leaves the stage k in different cycles 
(0≤k≤n·(m+1)+(n-1)); 0, otherwise. 
 
Let H=(h[0],h[1],...,h[n.(m+1) -1]) be a circular permutation of the full-hoist move-
ments, which indicates the origin stage. Vector T=(t[0],..., t[n.(m+1) -1]) contains the 
starting times associated to vector H. Without loss of generality, h[0]=h0 and t[0]=0 
and t[0]<t[1]<...< t[n.(m+1) -1]. A cyclic sequence (H, T) will be feasible if and only if 
there is a job in the tank to be taken, the destination tank for the job is empty and 
the processing times fall within the limits of the time windows. C is the time to 
complete the n·(m+1) movements. A set of n·(m+1)-1 variables come from the 
vector T, because t0 is supposed to be fixed, and an additional variable is the cycle 
time C. Therefore, the variables are: 
 
hk  transportation move of a job from stage k (k=0,.., n·(m+1)-1) 
tk  ending time of stage k or starting time of movement of a job to next stage 
(0≤k≤n·(m+1)+(n-1)) 
C cycle time to be minimized 
 
And the model is: 
 [MIN] C (1.2) 
subject to 
 tk– tk-n ≥ ak + fk-n – ck ·  C k=n, ..., n·m+(n-1)  (1.3) 
 tk-n– tk ≥ - bk – fk-n + ck ·  C k=n, ..., n·m+(n-1)  (1.4) 
 t[k+1] – t[k] ≥ f[k] + e[k]+n,[k+1] k=0,1, ..., n·m+(n-2)  (1.5) 
                 t0 – t[n·m+(n-1)] ≥ f[n·m+(n-1)] + e[n·m+(n-1)]+n,0 – C       (1.6) 
 C ≥ 0; tk ≥ 0 k=0, ..., n·(m+1)-1  (1.7) 
The length of the cycle C is to be minimized in (1.2). Constraints (1.3) and 
(1.4) ensure that the minimal and maximal processing times are respected at each 
stage k. Constraints (1.5) and (1.6) impose that the hoist movement time. Con-
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straint (1.7) indicates that variables are non-negative. We use a graph approach of 
Chen et al (1998) to represent the values of the variables from vector T in vertices 
and arcs for the constraints. For each constraint (1.3 to 1.6), an arc is defined be-
tween two of the (m+1)·n vertices, the initial stage and final stage, with has a posi-
tive or negative value and sometimes adding or subtracting the variable C. 
4 The procedure to solve the n-product n-cyclic problem 
4.1 Branch-and-bound procedure given a sequence of products 
For the cyclic problem, a branch and bound procedure inspired by Shapiro & Nut-
tle (1988) is developed. The solutions in the research tree are constructed by add-
ing a new tank i at each level and the associated stages in vector H. 
 
Nodes. The number of levels in the tree is equal to the number of tanks m. The 
sequence in the root node is automatically determined. A node v at a level r 
(2≤r≤m) is characterized by a permutation of movements assigned to the first 
n·(r+1) stages. Hr,[v] =(h[0],...,h[n·(r+1)-1]) corresponds to a permutation such that 
h[0]=h0 and any hw∈Hr,[v] must respect the constraints on coherent subsequences. If 
we consider two consecutive tanks (i and i+1) and the hoist movements associated 
to the stages (from k to k+m·n-1), the order of movements is prefixed due to the 
general hypothesis of the model. Given a tank i in which stages k and k+1 are per-
formed, and the new tank i+1 associated with stages k+n and k+n+1, they follow 
the circular permutation (k, k+n, k+1, k+n+1). The relation of hoist movements 
between these four stages, and the constraint satisfaction on the associated varia-
bles, depend on the occupation of tank i by jobs at the beginning of the cycle 
(Mateo and Amorós, 2002). This can be applied on two consecutive products. This 
is a condition that ensures the feasibility of the sequence (Lei and Liu, 2001). 
 
For the sub-problem at each node, a graph is developed and solved with a 
shortest path algorithm. If the node is a leaf and C(Hr,[v]) is lower than the cycle 
time of the best known solution, Hr,[v] and its cycle time will be the new best one. 
 
Branching. If v is a non-leaf node of level r-1, the vectors in descendant verti-
ces at level r are obtained by adding n new stages, which correspond to the next 
tank r. For any value n, n groups of four stages are considered to satisfy the coher-
ent conditions and the new potential descendant vertices are accepted or rejected. 
 
Bounding. Let v be a node at level r (with r tanks) defined by Hr,[v]. A lower 
bound for C, trying to use the idle time for the hoist, can be determined consider-
ing the moves included in vector Hr,[v] and, if necessary, an additional time for not 
assigned moves (hl∈U). Given C(Hr,[v]), the cycle time for Hr,[v]; U, the set of un-
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assigned loaded moves in Hr,[v] and wk, the waiting time for hoist above the stage 
k, besides more lower bounds obtained from the graph (Chen et al, 1998): 
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4.2 General algorithm 
If a 1-product n-cyclic sequence is going to be determined, one option is the addi-
tion of n 1-cyclic sequences. Also, if a sequence is searched for an n-product n-
cyclic sequence, the initial solution may be obtained solving the 1-product 1-
cycle, for a fictitious product with the most restricted time windows at each tank.  
For n>2, the first decision is the evaluation of each possible sequence of prod-
ucts Jsp entering the line. Let sp an index for the (n-1)! different sequences in a cy-
cle. For example, 4 products (A,B,C,D) must be produced simultaneously through 
the line. The first level consists in determining each possible sequence Jsp (ABCD, 
ABDC, ACBD, ACDB, ADBC, ADCB) and for each of the six sequences, the 
corresponding branch-and-bound procedure is developed. Moreover, the optimum 
cycle time for the second sequence could be computed with an upper bound, the 
optimal cycle time for the first one, and so on for the other sequences. 
Algorithm 
Step 1. Obtain data (n; time windows: ak, bk; hoist times: fk, ek,k’) 
Step 2.  2.1. Define a single virtual product vp with time windows: 
[ai,bi] = [maxj {ai,j}, minj {bi,j}]: 
2.2. Solve a branch-and-bound for the this single virtual product  
 → Optimal sequence H*0 and optimal cycle time C*0 
Step 3.  3.1. sp=1; J1=(1, 2,..., n) 
3.2. Given UB1=C*0, solve a branch-and-bound for the sequence of prod-
ucts J1 
 → Optimal sequence H*1 and optimal cycle time C*1 
 3.3. H*
 
=H*1; C*=C*1 
Step 4. While not all the product permutations are evaluated 
4.1. sp=sp+1; Jsp=(1, [2],...,[n])  
4.2. Given UBsp= C*, solve a branch-and-bound for another sequence Jsp 
→ Optimal sequence H*sp and optimal cycle time C*sp 
4.3. If C*sp < C* 
  H*
 
=H*sp; C*=C*sp 
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5. Computational results 
The computational experiments are based on a set of 30 instances corresponding 
to 4 products and 5 tanks (Mateo and Companys, 2012) and various ranges in the 
width of time windows and the hoist speed, or the relation between loaded and 
empty hoist moves. We focused here both on the cycle time and the computing 
time. The algorithm is written in Visual C++ and run in a Pentium Core2 Quad 
2.40 Ghz, 2 Gb RAM. The results on the instances are given in Table 1. Each line 
provides: the reference number for the instance, the computational time (in sec-
onds) and the optimal value found in El-Amraoui et al (2013a), called as EA13, 
and then the computational time and optimal cycle time we obtained. 
 
For an instance (209080305), we reach a different solution (ours is 718) as 
there is a mistake in El-Amraoui et al (2013a); indeed for their announced results, 
the time windows are violated. We discovered they really solved a mix of two in-
stances (time windows were from instance 207080605). We obtain the optimum 
(679) of that “mixed” instance in 32 seconds. For the remaining instances, we al-
most always reduce the computing time and always obtain the optimum. For the 
four instances with computational time equal to 24 hours, we can guarantee that 
the best results obtained are optimal ones, in a mean time of 8.4 seconds. Moreo-
ver, the mean reduction in time is 291 seconds (nearly 5 minutes). 
Table 1Results (for n=4 and m=5) obtained with our algorithm compared with El-Amraoui et al 
(2013) 
Instance Time(s) 
EA13 
Opt 
EA13 
Time(s) Opt  Instance Time(s) 
EA13 
Opt 
EA13 
Time(s) Opt 
104040705 690 736 105 736  201080405 29 988 1 988 
105040905 785 622 9 622  207080605 279 768 32 768 
109040505 235 978 2 978  209080305 371 678 283 718 
102040605 59 637 4 637  205080205 341 826 181 826 
103040805 178 810 7 810  204080905 624 646 35 646 
107070405 440 708 618 708  308060205 821 784 77 784 
109070605 271 904 9 904  301060405 86400 1188 7 1188 
102070205 98 642 60 642  304060405 86400 1152 2 1152 
102070705 140 645 15 645  303060905 990 646 22 646 
101070405 154 718 55 718  309060805 86400 1092 4 1092 
205050605 171 842 58 842  309090705 86400 1024 79 1024 
203050905 29 520 4 520  308090205 977 772 183 772 
208050705 55 700 2 700  303090905 192 650 54 650 
209050705 100 721 47 721  302090205 309 756 160 756 
204050805 91 638 15 638  304090405 86400 1116 2 1116 
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6. Conclusions 
The proposed model relies on the stage definition, the operation performed in 
any given tank according to the part type. Consequently, multiple stages are as-
signed to each tank. This model opens new paths to study more complex cyclic 
sequences, with multi-part types, reduced to procedures considered for single part 
jobs. The conditions for coherent subsequences limit in a smart way the node gen-
eration in the described branch-and-bound. Finally, the study on the n-product n-
cycle, with n=4, shows the advantage of the use of bounds. As future research 
lines, the algorithm should be extended to n>4 and m>5 and evaluate if it can be 
used to confirm and obtain optimal values for greater size instances. 
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